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LED Black Light Tripod Instructions

Assembling the Tripod:

● Base: Adjust the width of the tripod legs by lifting up or pushing down the pole above the lowest knob and

below the top knob. Once you are happy with leg width, tighten the bottom knob to ensure stability.

● Center Pole Height: Adjust the center pole to the desired height. Once you’ve found your optimal height,

slide the silver pin through one of the holes to secure. Tighten the knob to ensure stability.

● T-Bar: Use the bolts and wing tipped screws (which are already attached to your T-bar), to affix the LED light

panels to the T-bar. The lights can be attached to the bottom or the top side of the T-bar by sliding the

screws through the handle of the LED panel and then through the T-bar hole. The angle of the light panels

can be adjusted and tightened with the knobs on the LED panel itself. Both lights must be attached to the

T-bar before the T-bar is attached to the center pole to prevent tipping.

● Install the T-Bar to the center pole by placing the round end on top of the center pole and tightening the

knob.

● Each LED light panel has its own cord. Connect the first LED panel to the second panel, then connect the

second panel directly to a power source.

● Once the tripod is set up and the lights are attached, please do not move the tripod by holding the lights.

Please only pick up by the center pole.

LED Screens:

We carry two types of LED flat panels.

● If your panel has a row of white/gray switches on the side, to keep a constant black light glow, make sure all

of the switches are clicked over to the same direction. You can create special effects by adjusting the

switches to different positions.

● If your panel has “Mode” and “Enter” buttons:

o Press the mode button.

o Use the up and down arrows to choose COL, and press enter.

o There are auto settings for the LED panel to make different flashing and quadrant effects.

o *If you choose Auto, use the up and down arrows to select from a variety of pre-set effects.
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